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Hope scheduled for
accreditation evaluation
The work loads of both faculty
and students were examined
closely, leading the committee to
In this day and age, an institu- consider revising core requiretion of higher education cannot ments.
Faculty members also noted
survive without receiving a recommendation from one of the five dissatisfaction with the govervolunteer accrediting agencies nance system, citing the large
amount of committee and board
located throughout the country.
A team of six evaluators from work they were required to do. It
one of these agencies, the North was also pointed out that faculty
Central Association (NCA), will meetings aren' t as effective as they
be on campus Oct. 4-6 to determine should be.
Other areas noted as needing
whether or not Hope will have its
improvement were multicultural
accreditation renewed.
In order to receive accredita- education, diversity on campus
tion, a college must be able to and the budgeting process.
These findings were forwarded
answer positively to the following
four questions: (1) Does the col- to the evaluation team to show
lege have a mission statement them that Hope is aware of the
which is publicly known?; (2) deficiencies and will work to imDoes the college have resources prove upon them.
After completing their examito meet the accepted mission
statement?; (3) Is the college ful- nation of Hope, the NCA team
filling the mission? and; (4) What will meet and discuss the college's
is the future viability that this mis- standing. The results will be reported to President Jacobson
sion will be met?
To find the answers to these during an exit interview. In a
questions, the evaluators will look couple of months, the evaluation
closely at many facets of the col- team will submit a written report
lege, from faculty and staff of the findings with recommenqualifications to community re- dations to NCA.
According to De Haan, resources in the areas of internships
ceiving accreditation tells others
and job opportunities.
They will meet with a wide that Hope is doing its job. 'This is
variety of people from the Hope strictly voluntary," said De Haan,
community, including faculty, "but hardly anyone dares operate
staff and students. An open forum without their approval."
The evaluation team will know
with the students of Hope will be
held on Monday (when?, where?). what they are looking for because
Hope began preparing for this they are educators and adminisvisit during the summer of 1992. trators themselves. Hope was able
A committee of 12 faculty and to give NCA some suggestions
staff members, chaired by associ- about who to have on the team in
ate professor of German Sander order for a fair judgement to be
De Haan, conducted a self- made.
As a result of Hope's suggesevaluation to find things NCA
might see as needing improve- tions, the team will be made up of
faculty and administrators from
ment.
After conducting a survey of mostly small liberal arts colleges
the attitudes of all faculty and staff with at least one from a Christian
members in April of 1993, the institution. In this way, the team
committee found that there were will be familiar with the situations
some areas which weren't getting Hope might have to deal with.
the attention they needed.
by Heather Mumby
editor-in-chief
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Take Back the Night march focuses
on violence against students
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Thursday night, Hope College
women and men will process
through campus by candlelight to
'Take Back the Night," an evening
forum dedicated to women's assault
awareness.
Organized by the W o m e n ' s
Issue's Organization and Boys To
Men, 'Take Back the Night" discusses violence towards women and
presents information sessions to help
prevent it.
The march will begin at 9 p.m. in
the Pine Grove to commemorate the

victims of violence at Hope, weaving around Kollen Hall to Phelps,
the library, then returning to the
Pine Grove and ending in front of
the emergency phone. Women will
wear purple arm bands while men
will wear white, symbolizing support
for the survivors. Seven wreaths will
be place along the trail at the sites on
campus where women have been
victimized since 1987 to be picked
up by the marchers.
Back in the Pine Grove, Kristen
Gray, an employee at the counseling
center, will provide the keynote.
Jane Dickie, Director of Women's
Studies and Professor of Psychology,

will read a poem and moments of
silence will be observed. Tara
Stollenmaier ('96) and John Jobson
(??), student representatives of
Campus Assault Response and
Education,C.A.R.E.,will talk about
sexual assault awareness.
"We're frustrated that when we
go out at night we don't feel safe,"
said Gail Seely, co-president of
Women's Issues. " W e want to
change things."
Throughout the year the group
works to educate, bringing lecturers
to campus on issues including men-

see SLEEP page 10

Hope students brave the elements to benefit homeless
by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter
Although it rained all night Sept.
22 on the fourth annual "Sleep-outfor-the-Homeless," participating
students were not inhibited from
roughing it out to the end.
Some 75 concerned Hope students spent the night in the Pine
Grove and Van Raalte commons
area from 9 p.m. Wed. to 7 a.m.
Thurs. morning, sleeping in selfmade shelters made from cardboard,
newspaper, and plastic as an act of
their awareness and concern for the
homeless in their community.
The event was organized by Brian
Bollone through the ChaplauTs
Office. Participating students obtained sponsors for their night out,
and funds were contributed to the
Heartside Ministries of Grand Rapids.
Professor of art Bill Mayer decided to spark participation in the

event by making the sleep-out a
requirement for his sculpture students. They were to create a shelter
using only cardboard, glue, and tape,
and were encouraged to contribute
any amount of creativity in the process.

Dima Vasilemko's ('96) shelter
took a more animate guise. Her
shelter was formed into a large
dragon with cardboard scales and a
long, outstretched neck. Vasilemko
spent 20 hours on her project, six of
wtth
~ were
spent
Pent
('96)
cut"As a Christian needed to try it out
mate
ting
just the way it is. I wanted to feel
out
a
their
pain/'
shelcardt e r
boad
—Gloria Santiago
that
scafesL
re " I
stUd
just
a large birdhouse raised three feet like dragons," she said, "and the
off the ground. It was designed to scales will keep the water out."
keep her elevated during the rain so
Other students went to great exthat she could stay dry through the pense to make their shelters as comnight. The entire contraption took fortable and livable as possible. For
her 15 hours to make. T m going to Nina Bieliauskas ('97), this wasn't
keep it and give it to my niece," she easy. Her project was a large ocsaid.
tagonal structure that eventually

spanned seven feet square and nine
feet tall. "I wanted it to look like a
rocket," she said, "and I wanted it
huge."
Other groups took an even more
vast perspective when engineering
their shelter. A nine-person cardboard commune was made with long
refrigerator boxes and plastic. The
group wanted a warmer, more
"community" feeling while they
spent the night in the cold rain. "It's
so much fun and for a good cause,"
said Sarah Watson ('97), member of
the commune, which was eventually named "The Project."
All of these massive structures
and creative projects were interesting and imaginative, but were they
congruent to structures that house
real homeless people?, questioned
some students.
Gloria Santiago ('97) and Jocelyn
Kwiatkowski ('97) did not think so.
Their shelter consisted of a flat piece
of cardboard used as a bed, and

nothing else but a blanket to use as
shelter from the rain. "We decided
that it would be this way," said
Santiago, who felt that other contraptions made for comfort "really
isn't making a statement."
"As a Christian," she said, "I
needed to try it out just the way it is.
I wanted to feel their pain."
Overall, the sleep-out was a successful and fascinating experience,
the Chaplain's office reports. "Many
felt good that they stuck it through,"
said Chaplain Gerard Van
Heest. "There was a good spirit about
it."
Other activities that support the
homeless are the clothing drives
organized at the end of each semester and frequent outreach programs
organized by Inter-varsity of Christian Fellowship and other Christian
community groups. Information on
these voluntary services is available
through these groups or by contacting the Chaplain's office.

N E W S OFINTEREST

Peace of Mind
David Chamin
Look Inward Uncle Sam, but Focus Clearly
The world remains a very
dangerous place on the whole.
The ethnic cleansing in Bosnia,
warring factions in Somalia, and
Middle East peace negotiations
are properly high priorities for the
government of the world's sole
superpower. And the list of
foreign problems is ever expanding: conflict in the former soviet
republics, aid to emerging
democracies in Eastern Europe,
and growing international trade
imbalances are continuing to
demand attention.
That these issues are of great
importance no one will deny.
President Clinton's administration
was much criticized throughout
his campaign as well as recently
for the lack of a focused foreign
policy agenda for the post-cold
war era. Clinton has continued the
Bush administration's policy in
Somalia and, according to recent
reports, is preparing to insert
25,000 troops into Somalia as part
of a United Nations peacekeeping
force. The effectiveness of these
policies is still being debated
across the country, and real public
interest lies elsewhere. The
public's lack of attention on any
one issue for very long is not
because of media fragmentation.
or the fickleness of the masses, but
rather that their President is
demonstrating a decided lack of
focus.
Not since the early days of
FDR's first administration has a
President embarked upon such a
ambitious domestic agenda.
Clinton seems determined to seed
a domestic miracle which will
come to fruition during his hoped
for second term. And there is

reason to believe that he will be
successful, if not in his Presidency, then shortly thereafter.
However, Clinton's balancing
act between the three programs of
"Re-inventing government,"
health-care reform, and the
domestic issues of the Nafta
treaty, has become a zero-sum
game for public attention. Limited
mass media coverage and changing public support are always the
bane of reform, but Clinton's
pandora's box is not necessarily
the subjects but the number of
proposed reforms.
Fortunately for Clinton, his
advisors have been adept at timing
the release of his initiatives.
Although the major elements of
the health-care reform proposal
were available months ago,
President Clinton's speech a week
ago breathed new life into more
than the prospects for health-care
alone. The President's first year
has been a rocky road of public
opinion, from a high of 58 percent
in January dipping to a low of 37
percent during the battle for the
approval of the budget. Following
his release of his health-care
proposal, public approval of the
President has rebounded to 56
percent, near his January high.
according to USA Today (9-2793, Al). Indeed, in issues ranging
from the economy to foreign
affairs, Clinton received a boost of
nearly 9 percent points in approval.
Unfortunately for Clinton, this
boost may be difficult to replicate
in the near future. Public opinion
is a unsteady companion, and it is
likely that the support the President enjoys now will quickly fade

i>

as results are expected instead of
new proposals. Although the
public expects results, some credit
isTbeing given for what is perceived as the first honest attempt
at major change in domestic issues
in a decade. Yet in the world of
politics, a thousand honest
attempts are not worth a single
public relations success.
Thus, Clinton would be well
advised to intensify his domestic
focus, rather than shifting or
adding to it. The public on the
whole supports health-care
reform, but if Clinton intends to
pass the legislation, both Congress
and the people must be persuaded
of both its efficacy and its
financing. Nafta, although not
appearing to be a high-profile
draw of public support, must be
emphasized by Clinton as integral
to national economic security if it
is to overcome opposition mired in
short-term analysis. And though
both health-care and Nafta require
support and advertising for
success, of equal importance is
Vice-President Gore's initiative to
reform the standard operating
pr6cedures in Washington.
Perhaps the last thing that President Clinton should consider is
adding pressure to Congress to
pass crime legislation in the
middle of a domestic three-ring
circus.
Focusing public attentfon is
critical for the success of Clinton's
legislative agenda. That focus
builds from the top down. If
successful in creating that focus.
President Clinton can transform
domestic policy success into a
clear foreign policy vision with
the United States as a central
actor.

RUSSIA
The standoff continues between President Boris Y eltsin and leadersof
the Parliament, controlled by elements critical of reforms. Itappears
that both the central bank and the mass media havegenerally sided with
Yeltsin. Yeltsin called for elections for hisnewly created legislative
body in December, and promisedpresidential elections in June. Parliament, led by RuslanKhasbulatov, proposed joint parliamentary and
presidentialelections in February. Separately, the United States
Senateapproved a 2.5 billion dollar aid package to the former
Sovietrepublics. The package must receive final approval by friday,
theend of the government's fiscal year.
ISRAEL
The legislative body of the Israeli government, the Knesset, votedin
favor of the peace treaty negotiated between Israeli ForeignMinister
Shimon Peres and PLO officials. The 61©50 tally was widerthan
expected, with several members of conservative and orthodoxreligious
groups abstaining instead of rejecting the resolution. The vote is
viewed as providing a mandate for implementation of thepeace proposal, which includes autonomy for the Gaza strip andJericho, according
to Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
AUSTRALIA
As Atlanta Georgia is anxiously preparing and waiting for the
1996summer Olympic games, the International Olympic Committee
selectedSydney as the site for the 2000 Olympic summer games. The
close vote was viewed negatively by the Chinese government, which
hadmounted an aggressive effort to have the games held in Beijing. The
selection process is regarded as highly political.
SOUTH AFRICA
The parliament ratified an agreement which includes power
sharingwith the representative of the black majority, the African
NationalCongress. The vote provides the first real power for blacks
sincethe promise of consititutional revisions over two years ago.
Right©wing white conservative legislators walked out during thevoting.
International investment has increased with theliberalization of racial
policies during the past two years.
UNITED STATES
The job outlook continues to look bleak, even as other
sectorsjncluding housing are booming. A recent survey reports that
22% ofemployers plan to cut workers by June 1994. The perception of
aweek economy is likely to linger until job growth increases.
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Discussion Panel Brings MiddleEastern Affairs into Perspective
by David Chamin
news editor
The Cook auditorium was the
location for a lively panel discussion on the topic, "Middle East Peace
Treaty: a Contradiction in
Terms?"The panelists included in
the discussion were Dr. Jack
Holmes,professor and chair of the
political science department. Dr.
Larry Penrose, associate professor
of history. Dr. Renze Hoeksema
former professor al Hope, Dr.
Harvey Stahl, a former missionary
to the middle east, and Hope international student Fatin Muhawi.
Each speaker was given ten
minutes to present an opening
position,and after each panelist had
spoken, 5 minutes was provided
forrebuttal. The discussion opened
with introductions from moderator
Leslie Jared and closed with words
from Thapelo Matenge, both members of the International Relations
Club.
Professor Holmes spoke first on
the role of the United States in the
Middle Eastern peace process, as an
expert on U.S. foreign policy. After
his speech. Dr. Hoeksema spoke on
the potential of the United States as

an honest broker. Dr. Hoeksema's to the Israeli government's, "Recintemational expertise is quite var- ognition of the Palestinians as
ied, having served on General people/'as perhaps the most signifiMcArthur's staff as well as partici- cant result of the recent agreement,
pating in the 1978 Camp David Ac- as such recognition is central to furcords. Controversy flared after ther progress towards a Palestinian
Hoeksema staled that Arab negotia- state.
tors during the previous decades had
Following Professor Penrose, Dr.
followed negotiations with Stahl spoke on the shared responsibility forthe Arab-Isa"...rather stupid
raeli conflict. Stating
Arab propensity to
that, "Every Nation is
ask for...all or nothr e s p o n s i b l e , Stahl
ing" in negotiations.
"VVte are bom
emphasized that the
Some members of
lost,
living
United States should
the panel and the auminimize its role in
dience interpreted
lost, and we
the negotiation prothis as an attack upon
will die lost"
cess. The United
the intelligence of the
—Fatin
Muhawi
States, "...does not
Arab peoples. Dr.
understand the JewHoeksema later atish people, the United
tempted toclarify his
States does not unposition, but it was
derstand the Palestintoo late to correct the tone set by his
ian people," and cannot play the role
statement. .
Attempting to take a lighter tone. of an "honest broker."
Professor Penrose remarked that,"I
. The final panelist, Hope student
am tempted to begin rebuttal, but I Fatin Muhawi, brought personal
will wait..." and then proceeded to perspective as a Palestinian to the
provide a comprehensive descrip- discussion. Although recognizing
tion of the five factors which led to that the recently ratified peace treaty
the Israeli government's increased is, "...a good step towards peace,"
willingness to negotiate with the "
Palestinian people. Penrose pointed
See PEACE page 11
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Attention:
Men and Women of '96 & '97
Come be a part
of one of Mope's oldest traditions!

Women's 'Rfltty:
Thurs day> September 30
7:30 p.m.
(Dimnent Chapel

Perovich asks,
"What is life for?"
by Eric Dettman
staff reporter

Anchor photo by Rich Blair

1993-'94 STUDENT CONGRESS cabinet: copmtroller Mike Yantls, president Eric
Foster, vice-president Chris Heaton.

Student Congress outlines goals
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Student Congress President Eric
K. Foster welcomed back representatives and outlined Congress' goals
for the year Thursday night at the
first opening session of the 1993-94
year.
Foster's stressed the need for
strong student leadership both on
campus and in the community at
large, placing an emphasis on improving the relationships between
students and their district representatives.
"Last year we were seen as having close ties with the administration
and not so close ties to the student
body," Foster said. "We want to
keep relations open."

To help facilitate these relation- funding for the Student Union Desk
ships, Congress will move it's in DeWitt lobby.
Hope College President John
meetings periodically to the lounges
in Phelps and Kollen halls. "We Jacobson spoke about the impor-,
want to bring Congress to the stu- tance of student government and the
dents instead of having them try to role it plays in the decision making
process.
find us," Foster said.
Jacobson also asked Congress
Improving relations between the
Hope campus and Holland com- for their support as the College
munity also ranks high on the docket, wraps-up its 50 million dollar enFoster said. Fifteen Congress rep- dowment fundraiser, a project proresentatives will participate in Pride viding cash for the library, science
Day this Saturday at Holland High equipment and other necessities.
School, transporting recycleables Congress will also meet with the
from the school to dumpsters. administration to restructure the
Congress plans to also work with curriculum to provide a more hands
Volunteer Services on Youth Day, on experience and active learning.
Congress meetings will be held
October 30.
Also this semester. Congress will weekly at 8 p.m. Thursday and are
continue to refine the parking pro- opened to the public. Locations are
posal drafted last spring and look for to be announced.

Dr. Anthony Novak Perovich Jr.,
associate professor and Chair of the
philosophy department,explored the
question "What is life for," in his
speech entitled "Alan Donogan's
Philosophy of Religion," opening
the 1993-94 Arts and Humanities
Colloquium Tuesday.
The Colloquium, a year long series, allows professors in the Arts
and Humanities to share their current interests and research done in
their department divisions with students and faculty.
After obtaining his Ph.D. under
Donogan at the University of Chicago, Perovich came to Hope in
1980 to teach. After his mentor's
death, the widow entrusted Perovich
to edit Donogan's life's work, asking him to compile it.
During his lifetime, Donogan was
engaged in the project of determining the proper boundaries and relations among Christianity, philoso-

phy, and the natural sciences.
Perovich leant perspective by
overviewing D o n o g a n ' s philosophical position.
Donogan believed that philosophy on its own was able to discover
certain basic features about human
beings, Perovich said. Humans are
capable of free choice and to discover the basic moral rules involved
in living a decent life. Donogan said
our capacity for free choice is one of
the characteristics that show us to be
different from the rest of the natural
world. He suggests a mere scientific
account of ourselves would be inadequate.
Donogan feels, on the other hand,
Christianity completes the account
of the ethical life by addressing not
the question, "what must I do to be
decent?", but rather, "what is life
for?", by revealing that life is for
knowing and glorifying God.
The next presentation will be
"EAT: Eatery Aesthetics Travelogue" given by Judy Hillman of the
art department Wednesday, Oct. 13.
Admission is free.

New specialty shows on WTHS
by Danelle Klaassen
staff reporter
WTHS, "The Alternative" radio
station, kicks off the year with a new
staff, fresh vision, and a specialty
show for almost everyone on campus.
Run entirely by students, 89.9,
plays alternative music. The station
selected the genre two years ago
mainly because it is most popular
among college students today. Staff
members stress the station has
something different to offer than
most radio stations.
"The station is called 'The Alter-

native' because we play a variety
that others don't," Promotions Assistant Amy Giles said. "We have
the freedom to do things other stations can't. We keep it fresh."
Specialty shows run most nights
from9p.m.to 12a.m. Listenerscan
choose from Christian alternative,
an eighties show, jazz, blues, and
new music. Different forms of rap,
heavy metal, techno, industrial, and
Spanish music are also offered at
various times.
"We're trying to make all the
specialty shows alternative based,

see WTHS on page 12

Reyna addresses the growing heterogeneous Holland
community during National Hispanic Month
by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter
As West Michigan becomes more
heterogeneous, .the previously homogeneous community of Holland
will be forced to confront education,
employment, and housing problems
in the Hispanic community.
In celebration of National Hispanic Heritage Month, Jose Reyna,
director of Human Relations for City
of Holland, spoke at Hope College
last Thursday about these issues and
how they affect the Hispanic community of Holland. .
Reyna, former deputy with Ottawa County Sheriffs Department,
now handles both local and federal
civil rights complaints.
The demographics of Holland
have changed considerably since
1980, Reyna said. The total population has increased by 17%, with
the Hispanic population alone increasing by 50%.
With this change in demographics comes achange of attitude within
the community. People living in a
small, homogeneous town, like
Holland have a comfort level because everyone basically comes
from the same background As the
demographics change, people are
unaware of how to deal with those

who are different.
on the assumption that every stu- nancial independence because there
In a community comprised of all dent should receive a quality educa- are no benefits for temporaries.
The Holland area is both ecoraces, residents must learn to re- tion, preparing them for success.
spect one another, even if they do "Who defines success?" Reyna nomically stable and healthy and
asked, "Is success based on our own there has been an extreme change in
not understand or agree.
With this population change, the culture, or the culture of the indi- the job market. Many of the people
residents of Holland also experi- vidual?", and "Whose values are working at places like Sam's Club
or the mall are working there beenced a change in social-economic being enforced or re-enforced?"
Reyna is concerned that the bi- cause they have to. Although these
status (SES) based on education,
people make money,
occupation, income and
Reyna explained, they
lifestyle, Reyna said.
are not receiving finanThe values of each
Who defines success? Is success based on
cial independence.
race are different. For
our
own
culture,
or
the
culture
of
the
Members of the
example, a white man
Hispanic community
may think that everyindividual? Whose values are being
not only have a difficult
one should speak Enenforced or re-enforced?"
time getting a quality
glish whileOn the con—Jose Reyna
education and achievtrary, a Hispanic man
ing financial stability,
may think that he
they also struggle to
should be accommodated, whether or not he speaks lingual programs in high schools are find decent housing.
Although there is now a Rental
the first to be cut by the School
English.
According to Reyna, there are Board. "What happens to these stu- Housing Inspection program which
monitors the rental housing, at this
two types of values. Proscriptive dents?", Reyna asked.
values promote a certain type of
In addition to concern of de- time there are only two inspectors
behavior. For instance, every per- creasing standards of education, for over 4000 rental units. This
son should speak English.
Reyna also expressed a lack of em- means that only a few of the units
Prescriptive values are limiting ployment opportunities which pro- will be inspected, while thousands
and restricting. For instance, every- mote financial security. The growth remain in poor condition. As much
one should speak English and no of temporary employment agencies as these rental units can be a lifeone should speak Spanish. "We has jumped from four in 1980, to saver for many low-income famihave a problem when prescriptive forty in 1990. Twenty percent of the lies, they can also be burdensome.
The problem occurs when the
values kick in," says Reyna.
employees in local companies are
Reyna first discussed the issue of temporary employees. Unfortu- property owner fails to keep up.
education. He based his discussion nately, it is impossible to reach fi- Reyna paints a grim scenario. Say,

for example, a leaky faucet in a
rental unit is reported. The leaky
faucet is never fixed. When the
tenants receive their utility bill for
the month, the bill is $ 150 more than
usual. Do they pay utilities, and
then get evicted because they can't
pay rent? Or do they pay the rent,
and see their utilities shut off because they can't cover that bill?
"Whose values are we re-enforcing?", Reyna said.
Reyna offered a time for questionsattheendofhislecture. "What
can we do to make things better with
surrounding community?", a concerned audience member asked.
Reyna explained that the college
could get involved in programs such
as Neighborhood Watch or join
boards or commissions in the city.
Reyna noted at the end of his
discussion that the youth in Holland
helped remove graffiti from over
ninety homes and also painted the
mural in the Civic Center.
There was a lot of tension after a
stabbing last year on Washington
Ave, but Reyna remarked that the
kids were calm over the summer.
To highlight the achievements
and accomplishments of the youth,
there will be a Community Youth
Day on 0ct.30, in the Civic Center.
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Dutch heritage and history
dispayed in Holland Museum
by Sufjan Stevens
staff writer
The Holland Museum, located at
31 E. 10th, offers significant cultural insight to Dutch social and
economic history for native Hollanders and Hope students.
The collections of the Holland
Museum and its joint museum, the
Cappon House, reflect the heritage
of Holland through more than ten
thousand artifacts.
The museum re-opened in December 1992 aftermoving from 11th
street to the former Post Office
building; a magnificent structure
built in 1914. Much of the old structure was renovated, allowing more
room for new articles. Old architectural sections, such as the foyer,
remained intact, contributing to the
aesthetic refinement of the
museum's historic environment.
The museum, directed by Ann
Kiewel, holds unique articles from
the 1939 New York World's Fair.
Among these is a large Dutch clock
decorated with figurines that represent the various social groups of the
Netherlands. Another is a collection
of glass models representing denominational churches in the Netherlands. Each model is scaled to size
according to the church's membership and influence.
The museum also contains folklore dioramas that represent provincial festivals in the Netherlands.
These articles were not able to return
to Europe after the World's Fair due
to the beginning of World War II.
Fortunately, the Netherlands Information Service Bureau, seated in

Holland, was able to retrieve these
aiticles and contributed them to the
museum.
Many of the objects in the museum represent a Dutch heritage
complemented by items from other
European, Latin American and
Asian cultures. Some of these less
familiar artifacts are the pair of
Balinese temple idols and the intricate marquetry mural from the grand
staircase of the Great Lakes steamship Alabama.
Other prominent artifacts include
the intricately hand-carved carousel,
a doll house replicated after an
Amsterdam house and an informational time-line following Holland's
agricultural, social, political and
religious developments.
In addition to its permanent artifacts, the museum also has changing exhibits. Currently showing is a
collection of American dolls dating
from 1840-1985.
Funding for the museum is provided by tax dollars, but it is increasingly financed by earned income, the gift shop, admission and
its over 650 members.
Membership costs for Hope students are $ 15. Membership benefits
include free admission to the Holland
Museum and the Cappon House, 10
percent discount in The Museum
Shop and subscription to the quarterly publication of The Review
(historical articles and museum
news).
Daily tours are available for the
regular admission of $2. The Holland Museum is open 10-5 Mon.
and Wed.-Sal., 10-8 Thurs., and 2-5
Sun.

Living cheap in Holland
A beach for all seasons
by Rachel Stauffer
staff reporter
If you're looking for an inexpensive way to have fiin in a quaint
little Dutch town, there is one place
that generally gets overlooked—
the beach.
Just because the long, hot days
of summer are becoming the
shorter, cooler days of fall (and we
all know that the bittercold days of winter are
just around the corner) you can still
enjoy many features of Holland's
understated treasure.
£ •
A l t h o u g h we{»
now seem to be ' V ' V ' . •* .
spending Sunday afternoons furiously finishing homework, writing
papers and studying for exams instead of lounging on the shores of
Lake Michigan, working on a tan,
there are still ways to have fun at
the beach.
For example, the sun still sets
every evening, although it is happening earlier each night. How
difficult is it to take an hour or two,
grab a sweatshirt and frisbee, call a
few friends and head out to the
beach? This could be the ultimate
study break...Not only can you and
your friends play frisbee or football and watch the sun set, you can
walk out on the pier, swing on the

swings, or even have a cookout.
The possibilities are endless for
inexpensive fun.
Tliere is so much more to the
college experience than classes,
papers and tests. Take some time
to spend with your friends. By the
time you get to be a senior you
realize how short your time is in
college. And the Hope experience
is unique—how many
•n other schools are located within a tenminute drive of Lake
Michig a n ?
T h e
beach is
a place
where
there is fun to
be had, sunsets to be
seen, walks to be taken and memories to be made.
Oct. is a great month to spend
some quality time at the beach. It's
not too cold yet, and soon daylight
savings time will add an extra hour
to your day. Also, if we're lucky,
there might be a few nice days of
Indian Summer.
Therefore, make an effort to
spend some fun time with your
friends and head out to the beach.
Treasure a sunset, a walk on the
pier, a swing on the swings or 2
heart-to-heart with a good friend.
Make the most of the Hope experience—it won't last forever.

Support
your
planet
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HOLLAND PEANUT is conveniently located Just off campus for those students who
feel the need to satisfy a sweet-tooth.

A candy lover's paradise
In 1954,Patsy'sfourlhson,Paul, dies, the Fabiano's also make some
returned from the armed services of their own products in the kitchen
and began a second store on River located in the back of the store at 8th
It's Sunday afternoon. You are Avenue in Holland. Thus evolved street. Such products include salted
facing an afternoon and night of "The Holland Peanut Store". In nuts and ice cream with a special
English, Biology and Communica- 1972, the bussiness came to rest at coating on a stick.
The store also carries traditional
tions. You have no time to e^t lunch its present location. Paul and his
or dinner. You have no idea how to son, Thomas, now run the business favorites such as Jelly Belly Jelly
Beafis, jawbreakers and various hard
energize after the six pack of Moun- on 8th street.
Thomas represents the fourth candies.
tain Dew wears off. Then it hits you.
For those health conscious cusYou made a pit stop at The Holland generation of the Fabianos in the
candy business. "My dad had this tomers, the Fabiano's carry a supply
Peanut Store on Sat. Energy!
Begun as a retail confectionary business for years. I'm the youngest of sugar and salt free candies.
"My favorites are the salted nuts,
store and wholesale fruit and veg- of 11 children so I started helping
etable business in 1902, The Holland out and washing dishes when I was so I have to stay away from those,"
Peanut Store has been a family run about twelve. Then I just worked said Fabiano. "We do keep some
myself up," said the elder Fabiano. candy around the house, although
business for over 90 years.
Fabiano's son, Thomas, and third we don't eat a lot of it. It's mostly
In 1902, Joseph Fabiano and his
son A. Patsy Fabiano moved from daughter handle most of the order- for the grandkids. They think
grandpa is the greatest. I wonder
Pittsburg, Penn.a to Holland with ing for the store.
The Holland Peanut Store orders why!"
the dream of beginning a successful
If you are looking to make
some of their candy from Penn., as
confectionary store.
Thaw HrAom ivjcame a reality and well as from New York and Chi- someone a sweet gift, the Holland
s father's business cago.
see CANDY page 11
In addition to ordering their can-

by Karen Marty
staff reporter

Pew teacher-scholar comes to Hope
— h e l p e d build Hope's library computing system.
Dr. Bartz learned of this program
Many nesV faces are showing up from a friend who had been in the
in the faculty this semester. The program himself. The program enchemistry department is one that tails working at a university for a
has added new people to its staff, year and then working at a small
Among them is Dr. Jeffrey Bartz, a liberal arts college for the next year.
The applicant applies to work with
Pew teacher-scholar.
certain professors,
Those who are not
and the university
now taking physical
7
was
pre-med
makes first cuts as
chemistry laboratory
to who would be
may be unfamiliar with
until I met
suited to their adviDr. Bartz. Bartz came
some pre-med
sors. The final cut
to Hope this year as a
students
and
was m a d e by a
part of the Pew Congroup of faculty
decided I
sortium teacher scholar
from the liberal arts
program. Here at Hope
wasn't like
colleges.
he will work on both
them."
Although comresearch and teaching.
—Jeffrey Bartz
petition was stiff,
The Pew ConsorBartz was accepted
tium is a group of large
universities and small liberal arts into the program and he began recolleges dedicated to forging links search at Washington University in
between the universities and asso- St. Louis.
ciated colleges. The goal is to.en"I moved to St. Louis before I
courage collaborations within the had finished graduate school. I ended
schools and between them.
up going back and sleeping on the
The money funding the Pew floor while I defended my thesis,"
Consortium comes from one of the said Bartz.
seven Pew Charitable Trusts set up
Bartz did his undergraduate work
by members of the family that owns at Southwest State University in
Sunoco. Some of this money also Marshall, Minn. He started out pre-

by Richard Blair
operations manager

med, but he soon moved over to
chemistry.
"I was pre-med'until I met some
pre-med students and decided I
wasn't like them," said Bartz.
He entered graduate school at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison.
There he studied Physical Chemistry and earned his doctorate.
When he moved to St. Louis he
had a bit of culture shock. "Not because St. Louis is so weird, but because Madison is," said Bartz.
After becoming adjusted to the
locale he got down to work doing
synthetic chemistry, actually making new compounds. He worked
with Dr. William Buhro, a 1982
Hope alumni. Buhro is considered
one of the young stars in materials
chemistry.
Bartz, however, was also working on a project of his own. He is
now woridng on that project with a
Hope student. The Hope collaboration began this summer when the
student went to Washington University to synthesize the compound.
He then brought the compound back
to Hope for spectroscopic study.
He chose Hope because his own

See BARTZ page 11
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Apathy and poor planning
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An explanation from the editor...
It's been a busy week all around,
with the first wave of exams and
paper deadlines rolling in. Just to
add to this wonderfully stressful
time of year, I decided to try and put
out a 12-page issue this week! (What
was I thinking?)
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
While it's great to see interested
readers willing to express their
concerns, I must remind some of
you about our policy for printing
letters.
We received a certain letter referring to the article about Professor Gonthier's SCUBA class appearing in last week's issue of The
Anchor. It was obviously a letter
that someone had put a lot of thought

into. However, because we received
the letter unsigned, we were unable
to print it.
The reasoning behind this policy
is simple. If we don't know who
wrote the letter, we can't be sure that
it's legitimate.
To the person who wrote in about
the SCUBA article, I would be happy
to run your letter if you will just drop
another line or give me a call, letting
me know who you are.
CRITICAL ISSUES SYMPOSIUM
Even though CIS began last night,
we don't have any coverage of it in
this week's issue.
However, you can look forward
to full coverage of this event in next
week's issue. Until then, Ipersonally,

m

During last night's keynote address, Juan Williams
encouraged all those in attendance to take a stand and do
something to promote social change.
He was very inspiring, with his stories about college
students who led the civil rights movement in the sixties.
However, many never even got the chance or didn't take
the opportunity to hear his speech.
The Critical Issues Symposium was meant to be a
forum for discussion, an opportunity for faculty, staff and
students to hear experts discuss the issues that affect our
world today.
Students are strongly encouraged to attend as many of
the focus sessions and keynote addresses as possible, but
are unable to because there are still classes in session on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights. There are some students
who are required to take a test on Wednesday night while
nationally-renowned poet Gwendolyn Brooks gives her
reading.
This seems to be poor planning on either the school or
the CIS committee's part. In order to take full advantage
of the symposium, students should be able to attend the
sessions they are truly interested in, not the ones they can
make it to or the one's they are required to go to for other
classes.
Perhaps even more disturbing than people who can't
make it to the sessions they are interested in are those who
don't take advantage of the opportunity they are given.
As Williams encouraged us to act, many sat lazily in
their rooms watching television or made their way to the
first of many off-campus parties that night. You know,
real original, once-in-a-lifetime activities like that.
Unfortunately, many students at Hope view CIS as a
"free day", a chance to party all night Tuesday without
worrying about making it to classes on Wednesday. They
see it as a chance to sleep in and veg out.
We should be taking advantage of this chance to
enlighten ourselves, to hear a variety of opinions on topics
that directly affect our lives.
The CIS committee put a lot of time and effort into
planning this year's symposium. The speakers were chosen
to represent a wide variety of views from across the nation.

Heather Mumby
encourage all of you to attend as
many sessions as possible.
Also, feel free to write in to us
and let us know what you thought of
the whole thing. Don't get stressed,
this isn't another paper assignment!
It's just a friendly call for response

The Anchor staff

Letters to the editor
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Speaker protest
Dear Editor,
We are writing this letter in reference to the choice of Mr. Joseph
Fernandez, former Chancellor of
the New York Public School System, as a speaker for the Critical
Issues Symposium. In the Anchor
article about the speakers for the
Symposium, no mention was made
of Mr. Fernandez other than his last
name. In the Occasional Paper, he
was the only speaker not to receive
a bio. No information has been made
available about his career. Since the
Hope Community remains ignorant
of information which might concern
it, we would like to make it available.
The problem with Mr. Fernandez
centers on his support of the "Children of the Rainbow" and HIV/
AIDS curricula, which he attempted
to force on the New York Public
School System.
The Rainbow Curriculum would
have taught first graders that homosexuality is a normal, positive
thing. It would have given kindergartners Gay/Lesbian coloring
books, and required first graders to
read books promoting homosexua l i t y like Heather Has Two
Mommies, Daddy's Roommate, and
Gloria Goes to Gay Pride.

The Rainbow Curriculum further
slates, "HIV is transmitted from one
person to another by any of three
routes: (1) unprotected sexual intercourse, including vaginal, anal, and
oral intercourse; (2) parental exposure to infected blood ... and (3)
transmission from infected women
to their infants." The HIV/AIDS
curriculum goes further, teaching tenyear-olds the above in explicit terms
and teaching twelve-year-olds how
to use condoms.
The result of his attempt to force
these curricula on the New York
Public School System was a revolt.
Community School Board 24 in
Queens refused to accept the Rainbow Curriculum. Fernandez suspended the entire community board
and appointed trustees in their place.
The board then sent letters to the 30
other community districts. As a result, other communities began objecting forcefully to the curriculum,
with Black and Hispanic churches
and parents leading the charge.
In one Brooklyn district, the police had to be called to protect the allwhite community school board
against enraged Hispanic parents.
Community School Board 24 then
appealed to the New York City
School Board, which unanimously
voted to reinstate them.

At no time did anyone in any of
the 31 community school districts
object to teaching such things as
African games or Native American
holidays, which were also part of
the curriculum.
Sincerely,
Wayne P. Barrett ('96)
Renny Abraham ('95)
David Van Farowe ('95)
Dan Acker ('96)
Nick Dimmick ('96)
Steve Kuehn ('96)
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SAC apology

PHOTOGRAPHERS:

Last Weekend's Movie-goers,
I would like to apologize on behalf of the Social Activities Committee for the blurry picture in last
weekend's film, Indian Summer.
This movie came in a wide screen
format, which we learned by trial
and error, was not intended for the
equipment we have. We honestly
tried to do the best with what we
had and realize that for many of you
it wasn't enough. I hope that you
will be comforted in knowing that
we will not be trying this format
again.
With sincere apologies,
Greg Sharp
SAC Films Chairman

ILLUSTRATOR:
COLUMNISTS:
STAFF REPORTERS:

Heather Mumby
Julie Blair
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David Chamin
Mellissa Endsley
Greg Paplawsky
Anne Horton
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Margaret Worgess
Arin Neucks
Tara Stollenmaier
Tara Stollenmaier
Bill Mathews
Sarah Boyd
Dennis Renner

Rich Blair, Katherine Vlasica
Ashley Singer
Rob Harrison, Thapelo Matenge, Steve Shilling
Nina Bieliauskas, Feler Bose, Brian Calandra,
Eric Dettman, Kelly Gilroy, Rob Harrison, Rachel
Karpanty,
aassen, Mary Lane, Pat
cFarland, Jim Riekse,
evens
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by Nina Bieliauskas
and Julie Blair
staff reporter and campus editor

IF YOU DIG DEEP ENOUGH YOU'LL REACH CHINA,
'97 puller Jeff "Heave" Holwerde digs the pit that will
become his second home for the next three weeks.

In the end, it came down to a war
of the wills as the Even year Pull
team heaved to victory, winning the
96th Annual Pull Competition for
the second consecutive year by two
and a half feet of rope.
Some men bled. Others threw
up. Many cried. But Jeremy "Killer"
Van Ek ('96), pit one, got to "kiss
the knot" for his team after a grueling
three hours in the pit, a tough victory
'96 will never forget and a battle k 97
will strive for again next year.
"This was an incredible Pull."
'96 coach Andy Dowden said,
crediting the win to an early edge
gained at the beginning of the
competition and again in the last 15
mmutes. "We took two feet of rope
and then fought to keep it."
The biggest crunch came during
the second hour, as both teams
locked in tight, refusing to give rope
and bringing the battle to a standstill.
When '96 was about to lock in,
'97 would heave and steal length;
just as quickly, 4 96 would throw a
heave and steal it back.
To psych out the opponent and
catch them off guard, '96 coaches
instructed Van Ek to get out of his
pit and shake the rope, a strategic
maneuver called i k bouncing." A

•r w

THE TRADITION CONTINUES, as an even year
pull coach from the past gives '96 coach Doug
Swanson a few pointers.

BUT NOT TO YIELD: '97
pull coach Ryan "Beast"
Roblson screams words
of encouragement to
anchor Matt "Samson*'
Young
6 The Anchor September 29,1993

"1 didn't hang my head al the
pulse naturally occurs down the rope
during the transition from a lock-in end," said '97 Puller Seth "Mad
to a heave sending vibrations to the Dog" Dale, pit three. "1 knew my
other river bank and alerting the brothers and sisters had done all
they could. Anything where you
other team to move for a lock-in.
"The last 15 minutes was the have to measure (the win) is a great
hardest part of my life," morale girl event."
Pullers on both sides agreed the
Kristen "Sonic" Vink ( l % ) , anchor
pit, said. "But in the last five minutes, Pull is all mental, an intense game of
something happened. We probably determination and will.
"You go until you can't pull and
gained a fool of rope in two heaves."
"We knew it was close so we then give one last heave," Dale said.
kept doing heave after heave," Bryce "You can go to that limit in anything
"Short" Bergethon ('96), pit two, in your life."
Part of the intensity comes from
said. "Everybody was thinking 'it's
now or never. We're going out and the camaraderie from the team.
"You just get psycho," Laura
we're going out strong'."
Finally, (he judges called time, "Shark" Pechla ('96), pit 14, said.
and suddenly both camps froze in "It's wild and crazy and unlike
the pelting rain, feel braced against anything I've every done before.
their footholds, hands clenched We're one big family and we're
around the rope. Coaches held hands there for each other. You gel KX)
and prayed as the final rope was percent support all the time."
"I didn't know what was going
measured.
"All right," '96 coach Doug on," Bergethon said of his last
Swanson yelled from his position minutes in the pit. "It was so close,
above the pits, "It was an absolute the coaches didn't even know what
was going on. I couldn't hear anywar and for that you arc 2:0."
With that, 18 ragged bodies fell thing because there was a puddle of
off the rope into the mud, crying water m my ear."
Bergethon looked to his morale
from pain and happiness. Morale
girls followed. Coaches hugged. The girl. Amy "Sweet" Seibert. "Suck it
up and let's go," she yelled.
crowd roared.
"I wouldn't have stayed on past
After a minute of exhalation, the
team rose from the pits on wobbly the first five minutes without her,"
legs and faced the opposite bank, Bergethon said. "She look my mind
off the pain and kept me thinking
chanting t o 9 7 PULL TEAM,
about the team rather then myself."
AWESOME PULL TEAM!"

NOT HAIL, NOR SLEET, NOR DRIVING
RAIN could keep the crowds from
cheering on their team of choice.

i.

LEAN ON ME WHEN YOUR NOT STRONG
'96 morale girl Kristen "Sonic" Vink
supports anchor Bill "Boom" McGovern
durring the three hour contest

in

Anchor phom tak^i by
Anne Norton, Hich Blair
and Katherine Vaiasic

WE'LL HEAVE AND WE'LL HO AND WE'LL
PULL YOUR ROPE IN The '97 pull teamputs up
a tough fight, losing a close contest by two
feet of rope.
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As I Was Saying

IA E

| 1 Mellissa Endsley
id'It is

not enough to be busy; so are the ants. The
question is: what are we busy with?"
—Henry David Thoreau
The other day I was in a
terrible mood. I was frustrated,
cranky and otherwise unpleasant. When my roommate asked
me what the problem was, I
explained to her, that I felt like
my life was just a whole bunch
of patterns that I kept repeating
over and over. I told her that I
sometimes feel like I have so
much stuff to do that no one
thing really stands out more than
the others. For instance, most
days I wake up at 8:30, go to my
classes, eat lunch, go to more
classes, work out, eat dinner, go
work on my stuff for the Anchor,
and then do my homework and
go to bed.
It's not a horrible day, really.
It keeps me busy and for the
most part entertained. But when
you go through the same
schedule every day, you get so
used to it that you forget to look
for changes. You also forget to
acknowledge them. You forget
to do things that are out of the
ordinary. You start to think that
if a door on your path has been
locked for a couple of days, it
will always be locked, and
eventually you quit trying it.
For example, I have had a ten
o'clock class all three of the
semesters I have been here. They
have all been my first class of
the day. They have all lasted 50
minutes. 1 have always gone to
lunch right afterwards. Sort of
like a pattern, right?
Well, this year there is
something different about my
ten o'clock class. I love it. 1
think that it is very interesting
and I think the professor is

extremely intelligent--not to
mention pleasant and humorous.
I actually thought about
sending him an anonymous note
(so he didn't think I was trying
to kiss up) telling him how
much I enjoyed his class. I even
put it on my Things To Do list,
but for some reason 1 haven't
done it yet.
Maybe I'm too busy. Or
maybe I'm putting this off
because nobody assigned me to
do this, because the idea didn't
come with a due date.
Want to know the truth? I
think the reason I have neglected to do it is just because
it's not part of "the pattern". It
requires extra time and thought,
the kind of time and thought
that a lot of people, including
myself, often decide that they
are too busy to use. The more I
think about this, the more I ask
the question: how often does my
so-called business turn into flat
out laziness?
What I mean is that if a
person thinks that they are so
busy that they don't have the
time to acknowledge the world
of people and places and things
outside of them, in many ways
they are being lazy. Just
something I've been thinking
about, I guess.
And oh, yeah—Dr. Munoa? 1
really enjoy your ten o'clock
Gospel Literature class. It is
extremely interesting, and it
amazes me how you teach all
that stuff and hardly ever look at
your notes. P.S. I do watch
some T.V. and 1 get most of
your television jokes.

M O M K RKVIKW

Good Son
by Brian Colandra
movie reviewer
There are two major problems
with The Good Son; lead actor
Macaulay Culkin and director Joe
Ruben. These two obstacles sink the
film before it can get started; and
even if Culkin could act, or Ruben
could direct, the film would fail
anyway, a victim of a script that has
some strange ideas about symbolism
and parenting.
The Good Son is the story of a
young boy's two week stay with his
aunt and uncle as he tries to deal
with his mother's death. The young
boy, Mark, played by Elijah Wood
(Huckleberry Finn), is left at his
relatives because his father is away
on business.
Why a father would leave his son
during such a crisis is only one of the
things that the script fails to adequately explain.
Mark is befriended by hiscousin,
Henry, played by Macaulay Culkin
(UncleBuck, Home Alone). At first,
Henry and Mark have fun together.
But, when Henry starts to slay animals and cause traffic accidents, a
frightened Mark attempts to warn
the, as usual in a Culkin film, extraordinarily stupidadults, who think

bad movie
he is having delusions caused by the
loss of his mother.
Culkin cannot act. He's cute, sure,
but so are baby ducks; and you don't
pay money to see ducks waddle on
screen. In all of his films he plays the
adorable little boy, and coasts along
on his looks alone.
In this "change-of-pace" role he's
supposed to strike fear into the
audience's hearts, but instead he
deadpans, using no facial expressions, and, unless you're ugly,
deadpanning is not scary.
Elijah Wood, on the other hand,
is magnificent as he carries the film.
This picture would be twice as suspenseful had they switched roles,
with Wood playing the evil child
and Culkin the good.
In Sleeping With the Enemy, Joe
Ruben's other film, Ruben was unable to sustain any suspense. Here
he fails to create, let alone sustain,
suspense.
For example, both boys are
playing hide and seek with Culkin's
younger sister, and Culkin insinuates that he will kill her if he finds
her first. This sends Wood into a
frenzy, rushing desperately through
the darkened house (Culkin has shut
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Great Performmance Series begins
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
The Great Performance series
kicks off the 1993-94 season with
two performances by The Feld
Ballets/NY Company on Oct. 4 and
5.
This will be one of the largest
shows ever to perform at Hope
College. An extensive load in and
set up committee will begin preparing for the company's arrival early
next Mon. morning. "There are 22
dancers in the company," said
Valerie McCoy, Great Performance
Series Coordinator, "We are going
to have a tight squeeze on our stage,
but we are looking forward to a fine
performance."
Established in 1974, The Feld
Ballets/NY Company tours extensively, and have performed in more
than 40 states and 13 countries.
Major touring support for the company is provided by the Lila WallaceReader's Digest Fund and the National Endowment for the Arts.
The ballet is joining the Great
Performance Series as part of a 10city tour. The tour was made possible
by The Michigan Non-Profit Presenter Association, a group of ten
presenting agencies who financially
pulled together to provide several
performances of the ballet in the
west Michigan area.
"We got together with other host
cities and came up with enough
money for the ballet to stay in
Michigan for ten days," said McCoy,
"It costs less for the ballet if they can
do several shows in nearby locations.
That way they don't have to keep
spending travel money."
Feld is considered one of

Photo courtsey of Feld Ballets

STRAIT UP: performances of the Feld Ballets promise
to be full of creative and orlginalmoves.
America's most original and inventive ballet choreographers, and has
choreographed 77 ballets since 1967.
His ballets are known to break away
from academic constraints and in-

corporate all kinds of movement,
yet maintain an allegiance to the
elegance of classical ballet.

See BALLET page 12

Straight Blue ignites the Kletz
by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter
Who says you have to go to New
Orleans to hear good jazz? Dave
Evenhuis C95), Brian Roth ( l 94),
Glenn VanDerWerff ( 4 93), Erin
VanHouzen ( ' 9 4 ) , and Kolin
Redman ( 4 96) of Straight Blue,
brought that Bourbon Street feeling
to the Kletz last Wed. Sept. 22.
The tables were arranged in the
typicarjazz club" style, with people
standing against the back walls,
scattered throughout the room.
Straight Blue started their performance a little late, seemingly because of the sparsely filled room.

As the concert continued, more and
more people staggered in.
Straight Blue looked like your
typical group of college guys. That
is, until they started playing. These
guys were incredible!
As the personality of the ensemble began to emerge, the audience became more involved. In the
opening piece, Redman (trumpet)
and VanDerWerff (guitar) brought
the crowd to applause, as they took
their turns in the spotlight.
The relaxed, mellow karma that
revolved around the band made their
performance even more respectable.
The chit-chat amongst members
between songs was fun to watch, it

seemed that the guys were really
having a good time.
At the end of the first set, Mantu
Joshi made a guest appearance,
singing "Don't Get Around Much
Anymore" and "A Train". The audience was wowed by Joshi's incredible vocal range and captivating
personality. Straight Blue and Joshi
created an enjoyable vocal and instrumental combo.
The second set was shorter but
showed off the ensemble's style and
creativity. The program seemed to
change from more of a rehearsed
show to a colorful, improvised set.

see BLUE page 10

New Cracker CD packed full of variety
by Brent Vander Kolk
music reviewer
Ninety-nine songs? That's the
first question I asked myself when
the new compact disc by Cracker,
Kerosine Hat, clocked in the enormous number. In reality, the new
Cracker album contains thirteen
songs of great rock and roll, with
each of the remaining tracks containing three seconds of silence.
Cracker first appeared on the
music scene with its self-titied album
in 1992. Boasting hits such as "Teen
Angst (What The World Needs
Now)" and "Happy Birthday To
Me", Cracker immediately established themselves as an up-andcoming alternative rock band. The
band consists of four members;
Davey Faragher, Johnny Hickman,
David Lowery, and Micheal Urbane.
Kerosene Hat takes the band to a

new level musical genius, and shows
people Cracker has arrived.
The variety of Kerosene Hat is
amazing. From the driving alternative guitar of "Low", "Movie
Star", and "Let's Go For A Ride", to
the country sound of the track
"Lonesome Johnny Blues", Cracker
covers a vast expanse of music.
Kerosene Hat even includes several
bluesy songs such as the title track
and "I Want Everything".
Besides the musical accomplishments, Cracker's latest contains
some classic lyrics® Verses such as
"She was beautiful even without her
head" from the track "Movie Star"
will not be soon forgotten. Many of
the songs contain realistic messages
delivered emotionally by lead singer
David Lowery.
The final track on Cracker's
Kerosene Hat is entitled "Hi-Desert
Biker Meth Lab". This confusing

40 seconds of mayhem is the perfect
cap to the album with everything.
The "song" contains such sounds as"
a man snoring, hammering, the
sound of a skill saw, and a variety of
other things.
Among the last 83 songs of silence I did find a surprise. The 99th
track has a demo performance of
"Kerosene Hat" in which the band
members end up laughing at the
ridiculous lyrics they have made up.
A final benefit for the owner of
Kerosene Hat.
All in all, CtdiQtefsKerosene Hat
is a great success. I encourage everyone to get their hands on this
pieceofart. UKeroseneHatAovstii
make you a Cracker fan, then Tm
afraid nothing will.
This album was donated by Holland Compact Disc located at 12 W
8th Street just a couple blocks away
from Hope* s campus.

SPORTS
From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling
The Last Great Trumpeter
"VI don't take care of my boys, who will?"
—Sidney Deane
I see a person with an old
someone down on their luck
tattered refrigerator box for a
when a real NFL player shakes
home, and 1 wonder. Does one
their hand or serves them food;
night in the Pine Grove make a
that gleam could give them drive
whole lot of difference?
for just one more day, towards a
It started last year at an
better life.
Anchor meeting; the idea was
So, what of my own experithat we needed someone to do a
ence? It's a story that repeats
story on the homeless and the
itself over and over, and I can
people "recognizing^ the
never forget this man.
homeless that were sleeping out
The Trumpeter.
in the Pine Grove.
It's three days after ChristI didn't get it.
mas, and the Penguins are
I didn't get what a handful of
playing the Flyers in Pittsburgh's
people could possibly understand Civic Arena. I can hear him from
about being homeless by decorat- blocks away as his tune belts out
ing a cardboard box and sleeping
across the Pittsburgh night. I see
a few hundred feet away from
him every year at this time at
their dorm in their longjohns and
every Penguins game I can
their warmest sweatshirt with
attend. He plays Christmas carols
their fuzzy blue blanket.
and, even though he never gets
Then associate editor
all the notes right, his renditions
Stephanie Grier ('93) didn't get it warm my soul and put a smile on
either, and we spent an evening
my face.
in the Tulip City in some ratty
Every time it's the same. I
clothes, eventually ending up
seek out his location and as I am
with some homeless people in the entering the building I slip a
City Mission. (Anchor Sept 30,
dollar into his case, noting there
1992.)
is not much in there. He always
I still don't get it, but it makes
gives me a little nod of thanks
me wonder about the homeless,
and blows a great little riff as I
and sports. I mean, do they
walk up to the arena. I've never
connect? On any level?
spoken to him, nor he to me; I
I think they do.
wonder if he ever recognizes me
I've seen it over the years, at
from night to night over the last
Thanksgiving, at Christmas,
seven years.
players from all oyer the National
I think about the 16,000
Football League, all over the
people going to the game that
country, giving up their time,
night with their expensive tickets
their money and their families to
in hand. What if everybody put
bring just a little joy, a little cheer one dollar into that case on one
to the face of someone who is not night? It's not very tricky math.
able to afford just one slice of the
I don't suppose I'll ever know
turkey that is being sliced for him where the money goes, not that it
by Miami Dolphins Tight End
really matters, I just hope it goes
Keith Jackson.
towards something better for him
Sure it may seem little and
or his family or whatever it is
minute, but to see the face of a
that helps him get by. Perhaps
young boy sitting on Detroit
I'm not giving enough. What's a
Lions Tackle Lomas Brown's
five or a ten to me when I got 40
knee (as Santa) and that same
dollar seats?
young boy getting what might be
I'll see him this upcoming
his only gift on a cold winter on
holiday season, which is what
the streets of Detroit, the gift of
has been the most pleasing part
Love — that's what helps.
of the holidays for me for quite
And those are only two of
sometime now. And he'll still
countless examples of what I see
miss the same notes in the same
each year on the news about a
songs, but I don't care. To me
team giving back to its commuhe's still the World's Greatest
nity. I see the gleam in the eye of
Trumpeter.

Hope Sports This Week:
Women's Soccer:
Tues Oct. 5 at 4 p.m.
vs. KALAMAZOO
Cross Country:
Fri. Oct 1 at 4:30 p.m.
at SW Michigan Invitational
Men's Golf:
Sat. Oct. 2 at 11 a.m.
at Alma
Mon. Oct. 4 at 12:30
p.m.
at Calvin

Football:
SaL Oct. 2 at 1:30 p.m.
vs. TR1NTY,
Youth Day
Men's soccer:
Fri.-SaL Oct. 1-2
atOhioWesleyanToum.
Wed. Oct 6 at 4 p.m.
vs. KALAMAZOO
Volleyball:
Fri. Oct. 1 at 6:30 p.m.
at Kalamazoo
Sat. Oct. 2 at 10 a.m.
at Lake Forest 111.

= MIAA opponents

Dutchmen fly past Comets
by Jim Riekse
staff reporter
Those attending last Saturday's
Hope-Olivet soccer game might
have noticed a let down in Hope's
characteristically intense play, and
for good reason.
"We've been under a pressure
cooker the last seven weeks, and
this was ourchance to lighten up, let
everyone play, and enjoy ourselves,
instead of running up the score,"
remarked head coach Steve Smith.
"It was light hearted, but focused,
and we still played very well."
Hope struck first against the
visiting C o m e t s , when Travis
Wiersma ('94) put it between the
posts for his second goal of the
season.

Scots overpower Dutch spikers
by Jim Riekse
staff reporter
Last Thurs., Sept. 23, the Hope
College varsity volleyball team displayed a flurry of beautiful spikes,
tremendous digs, and exceptional
sets. Unfotunately the visiting Alma
Scots did the same, only with much
greater frequency.
The Flying Dutch played a solid
match, but were overwhelmed by
the Scots, who are undefeated in the
MIAA and 14-2 overall.
Just when you were sure that
Hope would score a point, the Scots

made a dynamic save. The scores of
the games were 6-15, 10-15, and
11-15, with the Dutch improving
every game.
Tlie first game was not one which
Hope will care to remember. Alma
was in a groove and seemed
unstoppable. The few highlights
consisted of scorching kills by Emily
Bekker ('97) and a diving save by
Michelle Werkman ('96)
The second game showed a
marked improvement in Hope's intensity. Heidi Van Wieren ( 4 96)
came out firing kills, and Bekker
continued to dominate the net. Hope

FOOTBALL —
Hope suffered its 1st defeat of the season at the
hands of the Wabash College Little Giants. The Dutch
had a 12-7 lead going into the final minutes of the 4th
quarter, when the Little Giants scored a touchdown
with 41 seconds remaining. Hope did, however, get
the ball to the Wabash 30 yard line, but time expired
leaving Hope College with a 2-1 season record.

The Dutchmen's two touchdowns were scored by Jon
Slagh ('94) on a nine yard run, and by Sean Davis ( , 95) on
a nine yard run. In both cases the extra point tries were
missed. The Dutchmen have never won a game in
Crawfordsville, Ind. dating back to 1956. Since then
Wabash has a nine game winning streak at home against
the Dutchmen of Hope College.

P a u 1 y

Shore

He's a relative nightmare.
Showing October 1 - 3
Friday & Saturday at? p.m., 9:30 &12 a.m.
Sunday'at 6 p.m.

BEADS!!
we*

.-.v.v

saved three points, but to no avail.
Hope started out the third game
strongly, with a kill by Van Wieren
putting them up 3-0. They fell behind7-10, but rolled off four straight
points, culminating with an ace by
Captain Joelle Rossback ( 4 95). But
Alma fought back and won the game
15-11.
With the loss, Hope falls to 2-2
in the MIAA, where they are battling Calvin and Kalamazoo for
second place.
Hope's JV team was more successful, beating Alma's JV in two
straight games.

Sports Briefs

Model Drug
Store has...
mm

With less than two minutes re- empty net goal with a diving effort,
maining in thefirsthalf, Erick Chittle which was especially impressive
('96)knockedaheaderoveraleaping since the game was already in the
Comet goalie for his first collegiate bag.
The last 20 minutes saw playing
goal.
One minute into the second half, time for many members of the Hope
Hope padded it's lead when Brad team who generally frequent the
Pagratis ('95) found the back of the bench; including both back up goalnet. This goal was answered on a ies. The final score was 4-1.
Hope moves to 4-0 in the MIAA
strong play by Comet Keith Slowik
with the win, 7-1 overall. They
with 38 minutes left in the half.
Pagratis struck again with slightly have yet to face their main opponent
less than half an hour to play. His for the MIAA crown, Kalamazoo
two goals added to his team leading College, who are off to another
total of 13 points, and he now has a strong season.
"Kalamazoo is the team to beat,"
staggering lifetime total of 29 goals.
Chittle would have chalked up saidCoachSmith. "They beat Calvin
his second goal of the game two 3-0, and that is saying a l o t " The
minutes later, but it was disallowed first Hope-Calvin match up is at
onapenalty. ScottMcDougall('95) home, October6. Hope plays Adrian
saved what would have been an today at 4 pm.

dOO

c o r n e r of 8 l h
9nd R i r e r

dtyiet
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Impressions
Rob Harrison
As I was sitting in Phelps a
couple of weeks ago reading The
Anchor, I came across the editorial
page. It tends to be hard to avoid,
sitting right in the middle as it does.
I make it a point to read the letters to
the editor if for no other reason than
to monitor possible threats to my
job. In this instance, the letter and
accompanying editorial set me to
thinking. The controversy over Rrated films at the Knickerbocker
Theater was news to me; I suppose
it marks me out as ill-informed to
say that I did not know of the connection between Hope and the
Knick. Oh, well.
It seems to me that there are three
issues intertwined in this whole flap.
The practical issue concerns the
rights of donors. If people contribute money to an organization or
individual, shouldn't they have a
say in how the money is spent? It
sounds like a reasonable request to
me. After all, isn't that what the
original 13 colonies complained
about? Financial support gives the
donor a claim on the project. It then
becomes the responsibility of Hope
College (or whoever) to reject
would-be donors whose demands
conflict with its mission.
The second issue, censorship, is
the obvious one but not the most
important one. The truly damaging
charge Mr. Hoekstra directs against
Hope is the charge of hypocrisy.
Based on his letter, the editorial, and
personal observation, it is difficult
to disagree with him. I am not sure

about everything he says ("Competitive over-againstness and exclusivity'7 Can anyone tell me what
that means?), but his general logic is
persuasive.
There is no denying his statements about on-campus entertainment. Many Christian students on
campus have expressed concern
about some of the movies and other
events provided to entertain Hope
students, finding them contradictory
to the Christian values on which this
school was founded. I have not
heard anyone try to argue the point.
It is a truism that many of these
events do not represent Christlike
values. Since the college supports
such entertainment on campus, it
has little ground on whjch to stand
in forbidding R-rated movies at the
Knick. The moral high ground has
eroded out from under us.
Orhasit? Ifwe accept the premise
that Hope has done a poor job of
upholding Christian values in its oncampus entertainment, does that
relieve it of the obligation to do so in
other aspects of its behavior? None
of us would claim to be perfect—at
least, I hope none of us would—but
many of us have standards of behavior to which we hold. The fact
that we often fall short of them does
not make our successes meaningless.
Similarly, the fact that this college
allows R-rated movies in Winants
does not make it wrong for it to bar
them from the Knickerbocker.
If there is a discrepancy between
the Christian values this college es-

pouses and its actual behavior, how
should it respond? There are two
options. It can conform college behavior to its values, or it can abandon its values. Either will end the
"duplicity [and] hypocrisy" that so
angered Mr. Hoekstra. But are they
equal options? Leift alone and
undefended, those values must inevitably erode. Should we let them?
Should we allow them to slip away?
Or will we defend them and work to
bring the whole Hope College
community up to the standards and
values that made its founders?
These are the questions that everyone on this campus must consider. We all hold in our hands part
of the future of this college. We
need to consider where it is going
and where we want it to go. We
must ask ourselves who we are and
who we want to be. We need to
decide why we are here. With such
questions answered, we will be able
to move forward, our footing firm.
To leave them unanswered is a
prescription for chaos.
Short Shots:
With respect to the policy at the
Knick, it seems wrongheaded to me
because it does not address the real
issue. There are R-rated movies that
respect Christian values (Witness
comes to mind) and G-rated movies
that present unchristian values (lots
of them). If Hope is going to exercise control over the movies it allows,
it had better do so judiciously. We'll
talk more later.

Nemo and Kurt, two writers, two views — one column
Nemo:

Kurt Dershem:

Here we go again. Another columnist writes
another column. One more fool who actually seems
to think if he stands a little bit higher and shouts a
little bit louder than the rest of society, people will
listen. How cute. A political column, perhaps? Or
maybe an attack on the moral climate of modem
society. No, wait... I know, how about another one
of those "Life-as-I-see-it/ Life-as-it-really-iscolumns?" Or maybe just column after column of
the apparent cynicism that's flowing forth right now.
Wow. The possibilities are endless.
Perhaps Tm not even sure myself where I am
going. Some would call that daring and spontaneous.
Some would say I'm clueless. I call it faith.
I've heard it said that it's best to write about the
familiar... of things that you know. So I sought to
find something, anything, on which I have some
degree of expertise. "What is it," said I, "thj# I deem
myself most qualified to write about." 'The answer,"
said I in return, "is nothing."
'7 have nothing to say, and I am saying it/' —
John Cage
So there you have it. I am qualified to write about
nothing, and so it is about nothing that I shall write.
An entire column about nothing. Oh, you lucky,
lucky people. Pure, unadulterated drivel. Nonsense.
Trivia. It's all here, folks.
Ah, but there is Hope, after all, you say. This
colleague of his (mine) - the one with whom I share
space every other week - he's a sharpie. He'll tell us
how it is. Perhaps, but I doubt it. You see, he's got
nothing to say also. He's just probably a little less
adept at saying it. In other words, he might momentarily convince you that he really has something to
say. Ah ha! But that's his trick. That's exactly what
he wants you to think.
So, if anyone asks, you didn't read a thing. You
felt nothing, thought nothing, experienced nothing.
Many try to claim these same sensations, (such as
answering "Nothing" to questions of "Whatcha
doin'" or "Whaddya say?") but, upon questioning,
few can defend the truth of their initial answer. This,
kids, is the genuine article.

One needs, essentially, only three things to
write a newspaper column: time, an opinion, and a
healthy supply of arrogance. By these criteria, do I
qualify?
Being a humanities major who's involved in
only enough extra-curricular activities to get into a
decent grad school, I should have sufficient time.
I've always been cursed with opinions, usually
strong — along with the unfortunate ability to
express them at the absolutely wrong time.
Arrogance? It takes a particular sort of person
to say, "Here are my opinions. They're important
and insightful enough to be printed alongside
legitimate news and read by hundreds of people."
Simte I'm writing this column, I'll assume I'm
one.
My main reason for writing, actually, isn't to
swaggeringly parade my beliefs. Granted, I'm
fond of some of my ideas, and occasionally flatter
myself by supposing they involve some degree of
insight. Most of the time, however, I'm not
convinced I believe them myself; Tm merely
groping, searching, speculating. And, above all,
hoping to provoke a response.
It seems that a newspaper column, like the
Theatre, is an inherently pretentious medium.
Hopefully, my co-columnist's scathing attacks will
help keep me humble. Those, and readers'
thoughtfiil, pointed, dissenting responses. I'll also
appreciate letters of support, of course, but
disagreement — besides being more interesting —
means new ideas, exposure to a different perspective, and the opportunity to learn. As Jonathon
Swift observed, "A man should never be ashamed
to own that he has been in th# wrong, which is but
saying, in other words, that he is wiser today than
he was yesterday."
I'm looking forward to what I hope will be an
active, ongoing dialogue and an interesting year.

'
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acoustic guitarist and songwriter,
performed last Friday night, pleasing the large crowd.
D A V I D DELONG,

An acoustic experience
talent of the audience by passing out
tambourines, maracas, and wooden
sticks.
The show was very informal. So
Group participation was the name
of the game with David DeLong at informal, that at one point DeLong
the Kletz Friday night. A large crowd stopped playing so he could tune his
gathered to hear DeLong, an ac- guitar.
While the show began for a nearly
complished acoustic guitarist and
full house, the size of the crowd
songwriter.
The night began with DeLong's began to dwindle after the first hour. performance of the classic "Brown Despite the shrinking audience, the
Eyed Girl." He went on to play other night became even more entertainfavorites such as "Under the ing, as various audience members
were showcased their dancing or
Boardwalk."
DeLong tailored his performance instrumental talents, with special
to his being in Holland. For example, appearances by the SAC members,
he sang a song that reminisced about whose antics brought laughter and
his college years, primarily about a an air of unrestrained fun to the
diner that he was a frequent patron Kletz.
By the end of the night, around
at during that time. In this song he
substituted the actual diner for our 10 p.m., DeLong was no longer the
own Hope College favorite, main entertainer. This added a humorous aspect to the show.
Denny's.
The evening that began as a melThe audience was very involved
with the performance. They caught low, relaxing show had grown into a
the spirit of the show by singing performance of not only DeLong,
along, except of course when but also the students who cut loose
DeLong sang songs of his own. offering an additional source of
DeLong also enlisted the musical amusement.

by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter

SLEEP
continued from page 1
tal and physical health. In the future,,
the group hopes to work in conjunction with Men to Boys, a newly
founded organization that explores
men's issues and their relationships
with women.
"It's important not to exclude
ourselves from men," said Sarah
McClure, co-president. "People
think we solely work on women's
issues but in the long run it's for

both women and men."
"We think its important that Hope
students realize that violence against
women does occur and that we're
not separated from the rest of society," McClure said "People need to
know we're not living in a bubble,
that we are affected."
All students, faculty and community members are invited to attend
the march. Bring a flashlight or
candle.

Blue
continued from page 8
Straight Blue's talent came to
Don't miss Straight Blue in
life as each member had achance to conjunction with Opus at the poshow his stuff in the mini-jazz ses- etry/jazz jam next Sunday, Oct. 3
sion that concluded the evening.
in the Kletz at 9 p.m.

PEACE

C l.ASSIUKDS
GREEKS AND CLUBS! RAISE
UP T O $1000 IN JUST ONE
W E E K ! For your Fraternity,
sorority,and Club and $1000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT
just for calling. 1-800-932-0528
ext.75.

West Michigan based Company
seeks dedcated individuals for immediate positions with our company.
Complete Training for entry level
through management. Full and part
lime available. Must be available
immediately. Locations in Grand
Rapids and Holland Area. Expanding this year. Call 1-800-359-0812
between 8am-6pm. to schedulean
interview.

SHARE— New inexpensive club
for singles. Get a Deluxe package at
a $9.00 savings with this ad! This

Continued from page 2

includes: One Advanced Membership, One video submission, two
Video Viewings, for $20.00! Send
SASE to, SHARE, P.O. Box 372,
Fruitport MI, 49415

Attn; Hope Students off campus in
Chicago, Philly, New York City, or
abroad: Are you looking for an off
campus apartment for Spring Semester? Well, we have an upper
level, 2 bedroom, one bath, living
room, kitchen, storage room^nd
front porch apartment ready to rent
out in January. It is located close
enough to campus that you can bike,
but far enough that you won't feel
like you're back at Hope. The apartment is clean, spacious, well kept,
and is $395/month -including heat!
Call (616) 394-4357 for more information— ask for Sue or Julie.

PLACE A CLASSIFIED in the
Anchor only 250!! Write to the cute
woman down the hall, the hot guy
you ran into in Phelps, or the person
you dreamed about last year but
haven't seen since you've been back.
Write to your favorite sorority, fraternity, or ANCHOR staff member!! Just write it down and drop it
off (with your quarter) in the anchor
office!! We need them the weekend
before the issue you want it in!!

Muhawi looks towards positive
actions instead of mere agreements.
"I don't want people just shaking
hands," she said, and vehemently
emphasized that the Palestinians
have been denied their human dignity under Israeli occupation. Referring to the Palestinian people,
she said that, "We are bom lost,
living lost, and we will die lost."
Following the rebuttal speeches,
questions were fielded from the
audience. At one point, the discussion degenerated as a member of the

audience sought to confront another
member of the audience over a position not presented during the discussion. Fortunately, the moderators
restored control and the discussion
continued.
Without a member directly representing the Israeli perspective, the
discussion did not provide a completely comprehensive vision of the
treaty. However, a variety of perspectives were represented which
provided for lively discussion of
both the historic treaty and its
background.

Earn $500- $100 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details -RUSH $1.00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE 57
Geentree Drive, Suite 307 Dover,
DE 19901

SPRING BREAK '94— SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE
!!!! Student Travel Services is now
hiringcampusreps.Call@800-6484849

Come and Create a Kaleidoscope Future !

Join A.S.C.D,
What Is I t ? Association for Supervision
And C u r r i c u l u m Development
When Is I t ? O c t o b e r 6, 1 9 9 3 5:30
Where Is i t ? Vzn 2 4 7
Please B r i n g $5.00 to J o i n ! !

At 10 A.M. on the following dates, hear...

Roxanne O'Brien

September 12, 1993
• W h y is there so much pain and
suffering in the world?

September 19, 1993
• H o w do we gel rid of racism and
make the world a better place?
Robert Clement

September 26, 1993
• H o w do I deal with my (2) children?

October 3, 1993
• W h a t will my future be like? Will 1
have a good future?

Boh Yncius

Fat Rislier

God, / Have
a Question..

October 10, 1993
• How can 1 know if I am going to
heaven?

4k

RidgePoint
Real Life..,Real Answers

David De Haan

The Knickerbocker Theatre
8() K. Eighth Street
Holland
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Ballet

Continued from page 8

Continued from page 8
At age 12, Feld was Child Prince
in the original The Nutcracker. He
studied at the School of American
Ballet, New Dance Group, High
School of the Performing Arts and
Richard Thomas.
Feld will be giving a pre-performance talk before the Oct. 5 show.
This will be an introduction for
people who are not very familiar
with some of the more technical
concepts of the ballet.

The Feld Ballet/NY are innovative in more than dance, in 1978, the
ballet opened The New Ballet
School, a free tuition dance school.
The school has auditioned 158
thousand children from New York
City public schools, and more than
2,500 have attended classes.
In recognition of the school's
innovations in recruiting and training dance talent, the National Endowment for the Arts awarded a

$250 thousand Challenge Grant to
The New Ballet School to support
an increase in auditions and enrollment of New York City public school
children over the next three years.
The Joyce Theatre is another Feld
Ballet/NY venture. Once the dilapidated Elgin Cinema, it is now
the nation's busiest dance house.
Tickets for both the C u . 4 and 5
shows are available in the DeWitt
ticket office. The cost for students is
$6. Both shcivs will be at 8 p.m.

Specials

Medium Pizza

Large Pizza

Hand tossed or thin crust
with 1 topping
and 2 pops

Hand tossed or thin crust
with 1 topping
and 4 pops

$6.99 plus tax
392-1818

$8.99 plus tax
392-1818

VILLAGE
INN

' P I Z Z A PARLOR

Also

Tuesday Night is

HOPE COLLEGE NIGHT!
Spm.-Close
PITCHERS ONLY $2.75
with Hope ID.
Also DISCOUNTS ON PIZZA with Hope I D.

Village Inn • 934 Washington • 392-1818

off all the circuit breakers).
Rather than milk the scene, which
any competent director would do, in
90 seconds everyone is safe and the
lights are on. This may make people
with pacemakers happy, but for the
rest of the movie-going crowd it's
just plain boring.
The script, by Ian Mckewan, is
more bizarre than frightening. First
it tries to establish some parallel
symbolism between Mark and his
aunt, but it gives up halfway through,
picking up a different line of symbolism along the way. Both symbolic paths could have worked with
marginal success, but the movie's
final line pulls the rug out from
under everything that the movie had
been building up. Moreover, the fi-

nal scene, called the most shocking
of the year by some critics (what
movie were they watching?), is irritating and presents some questionable messages about child care.
The teal star of The Good Son is
the cinematography, with breathtaking shots of the Pacific northwest
and southwest (The highlight is a
recreation of Friedrich's classic
painting "The Monk by the Sea"). In
the end The Good Son is a major
disappointment; and with the exception of Elijah Wood's performance and the cinematography, a
failure in every respect, recommended only to those who harbor
secret desires to see Macaulay
Culkin plunge to his death.

WTHS
Continued from page 3
rare forms, or alternative
genres," said Betsy Cathey ( t 96).
Operational Director.
WTHS began the year with an
excellent staff of over 70. Members of the Executive Committee
and other staff members emphasize
how well the staff works together
as a team and the sense of family
among everyone.
"Where my abilities stop others
start, so they pick up where I leave
o f f " Cathey said,
"The staff really supports us,"
Cindy Canavera (*96) said. "It was
really competitive this year and
they had to turn some people
down," said Cindy Canavera (496).
"We work closely together and
are finely tuned " Production Director Durwood Gillette (;95) said.
"We try to maintain directoral relationships and yet be their equals."
The station hopes their staff
and uniqueness will help them
reach the goals the station has set

P 0 t S

for itself. Staff members point out
that many students don' t even know
the station exists and that many of
its listeners are from the Holland
community. The station is striving
to change that this year.
"We want to make sure all the
students know we exist," Music
Director Eric Hultgren ('96) said.
£We also want to make ourselves
more professional and commercial."
WTHS has already made significant gains in the area. The station
has already given away twenty
tickets for events this year.
For those interested in joining
next semester, applicants can apply
and go through a group interview.
Once a member of the staff, each
person participates in a training
session where they learn how to
operate all the equipment. Communication majors are welcomed, but a
major in the area is not required to
participate.

^

want one?

Do you have one and
need supplies?
V.I. Pets has a great selection of both
supplies and pets!

However, they have moved
to:
11190 Chicago Drive
(Express Island)

(2 V.I. PETS
Hi"0- Av/c

lO^o
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Discount
un'Hv

SAC movie Oct. 1-3 Son In Law, Fri. and Sal. 7:00,9:30 and 12:00 nightly,
Sun. 6:00 p.m.
Knickeibocker Theatre Sept. 29-30lndochine, 7 p.m. nightly
Oct. 1-2 Veimont is for lovers nightly Fri. at 7:00 p.m. and
9:00 nightly, SaL at 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 2 Grand Rapids Symphony, at 8:00
Ait Exhibition Jan. 8-31, Nicole Carstens, "Sculpture from
Amsterdam," DePrce Ait Gallery

Campus Events
SeminarBiology Seminar Fri.Oct 1 at 2:30 pjn. Peale B50
Preparing your ResumeTues. Oct 5. at 11 KX) a.m.t Depree 132
CIS-AU Day
Opus Poetry ReadingGwendolyn Brooks, Wed. 8:00 p. m. DeWitt Main Theatre
Hope College Got pel Choir1hurM 5:30 pan. Nykeik 101
Take Back the NightThur., 9:00 p.m. Pine Grove

Inquiring Minds Dicussion GroupFri. 4:30 p.m., Kletz
Self Defence Work Shop^ O c t 4-5, at 8:00 p.m. Dow 202 & 203
Great Performance SeriesOct. 4-5, at 8:00 p.m. DeWitt Main Theatre
Senior Orientation SessionOct. 5,4:00 p.m., DePree 132
Career Fitness: Exercising your OptionsOct. 5,6:30 p.m.. Call x7950 to register

Student Organizations
InterVarsity Christian FeUowship Mon, 7:30 in Dimnent 12
Environmental Issues Group Thur., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 107
Amnesty International Thur., 7pjn. in Barber rm., Phelps
Worn ens Issues Orginization Tues., 11:00 ajn., in WI Center, Chapel Basement
Habitat for Humanity Meeting Thur., 6:30 p.m. Diment Room 10
Hispanic Student OrganizationThur., 6:00 p.m. Dow 204
French ClubThur., 7:00 pjn. French House

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
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Arts & Entertainment

394-0003

They have lowered prices but have kept the
same great service, friendly and knowledgable
staff, and even the same phone number.

The Anchor
Hope College DeWitt Center
P.O. Box 9000 m "
Holland, Ml 49422-9000
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